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Grafenegg Musikresidenz
Sound insulating doors

Experts in Noise Control Solutions

Doors for historic castle
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Grafenegg is the most significant castle complex in Austria. Seven centuries of history can be seen in
the architecture of the castle. The Grafenegg Festival is one of the major hotspots for international
orchestral and musical culture. Therefore, an impressive open-air stage with seating for over 1,700
spectators and a modern concert hall were added to Grafenegg’s centuries-old architectural landscape.
Also, the castle itself is renovated.
Alara-Lukagro is proud to announce they were awarded with the contract for the delivery of the sound
insulating doors for the renovation of Grafenegg castle. For this project the sound insulating doors are
coated with a special mat color which matches the look and feel of the historic castle. All doors have
high noise insulation values, of 56 dB (A).
Alara-Lukagro does not hesitate to take on projects with special requests like non-standard colors,
doors with odd dimensions, sound insulating doors with integrated lighting, or other requests. With
in-house engineering, production and coating facilities there is almost always a suitable solutions for
any special request. Please do not hesitate to contact is for more information.
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Kilden Theatre - Norway
sound- and fire resistant doors

Experts in Noise Control Solutions

Doors Kilden Theatre Norway
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In close cooperation with partner Vibratec Norway, Alara-Lukagro designed, produced and delivered 63
doors (this totals 117 doors leafs!) for AF Gruppen for the Kilden Performing Arts Centre. The Kilden
theatre (and concert hall) is located in the south of Norway in Odderøya, Kristiansand. Kilden has four
halls that may be in use simultaneously, so that the building may have room for audiences of up to
2270, depending on the character of the events. The Concert Hall is the biggest with its 1185 seats. The
Theatre and Opera Hall holds 700 seats, and the Multi Hall and the Intimscenen hold 235 and 150
seats respectively. The building has a gross area of 15.000 m2, a volume of 128.000 m3 and has a price
tag of around €200 million.

Sound- and fire resistant doors
The doors Alara-Lukagro delivered are sound insulating (with various attenuation values). Most doors
are also fire-resistant and are finished with a wet-paint composition. A number of doors are equipped
with a 25 mm acrylic glass cassette with spectacular led-lighting, which reacts interactively with the
music inside the specific hall.
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Ziggo Dome
Sound insulating doors and vibration isolators

Experts in Noise Control Solutions

Sound insulation Ziggo Dome
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In cooperation with constructor Strukton, Alara-Lukagro delivered several sound insulating doors and
vibration isolators to Ziggo Dome. The vibration isolators separate the heavy façade of Ziggo Dome
from the construction inside, while still anchored. Also the roof is acoustically uncoupled by vibration
isolators. The floor, walls and roof construction of the smaller hall, De Voorgevel (part of Ziggo Dome),
rest on 75 millimeter KIP-pads for high uncoupling.
The doors for Ziggo Dome needed to be sound insulating and comply with strict safety regulations.
Therefore, the exterior sound insulating doors of Alara-Lukagro for Ziggo Dome comply with the
regulations for air- and water tightness. The interior doors are sound insulating and fire resistant.

One supplier for sound insulation
Since Alara-Lukagro supplies a complete range of acoustic products, constructor Strukton chose AlaraLukagro as a supplier for both doors and vibration isolators for Ziggo Dome.
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Ballast Nedam Industriebouw
Acoustic louvers & sound insulating doors

Experts in Noise Control Solutions

1400 m2 louvers and 124 doors
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NUON Magnum
Magnum is the new power plant of NUON. Nuon Magnum is located in the Eemshaven, in the province
of Groningen (NL). The modern and efficient power plant comprises three CCGTs (combined cycle gas
turbines). NUON Magnum has a production capacity of around 1,311 megawatts, enough to provide
electricity to two million households a day.

Custom-build
By means of a call for tenders NUON selected Mitsubishi (Japan) as contractor to supply and build the
power plant. On request of Mitsubishi, Alara-Lukagro developed special custom-built acoustic louvers.
After producing and extensively testing the prototype, Alara-Lukagro got the assignement which they
carried out together with Ballast Nedam Industriebouw. The acoustic louvers for Magnum’s turbines
and pumpbuildings total a 1,400 m2. Besides the acoustic louvers, Alara-Lukagro enigineered and
produced 124 sound insulating and fire resistant doors and several ventilation louvers for NUON
Magnum.
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Sound insulating doors
Laminated with wood

Experts in Noise Control Solutions

Laminated with wood
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Steel doors achieve higher sound insulation values than wooden doors. This means that for some
projects steel doors are required for a good sound insulation, while the design requires wood.
Recently, Alara-Lukagro supplied steel doors that are laminated with 20 mm thick solid wood. With
this, both the insulation values and the design requirements are met.

The result is stunning!
More information about this or other solutions for the design of steel sound insulating doors? Please
do not hesitate to contact us.
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Extreme studio door
Studio designer: Jan Morel
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The White Universum Studio
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Alara-Lukagro is proud to announce they supplied an extraordinary sound insulating door for The White
Universum Studio - a studio of a world renowned no. 1 DJ. The door has been designed and produced
in close cooperation with studio designer Jan Morel of Morel Music.
“The final result is a real state of art product and highly exclusive” says Jan Morel. “The engineers
did an excellent job and fully understood my wishes in the design.” Alara-Lukagro thanks Mr.
Morel for the very pleasant cooperation.
The studio door has an extraordinary design and is fully customized. It is provided with multi-color LED
lighting shaped in the DJ’s logo. Also a teardrop shaped window with sound insulating glass is placed
in the door. One side of the door is provided with diffusers for better room acoustics inside the studio.
For a designer look, the door is finished with a metallic coating and equipped with special design
furniture. On top of this, the studio door has an extremely high sound insulation value.
Are you interested in our possibilities for studio doors, or our other sound insulating doors? Please do
not hesitate to contact our noise control experts Ronald van Ditshuizen or Daan Groenewegen.
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